[Selective fusion of idiopathic scoliosis with respect to the Lenke classification].
Indications for surgical treatment of idiopathic scoliosis are progressive curves greater than 40-50 degrees. In most cases, fusion of only the primary (structural) curve(s) is sufficient due to the flexibility and spontaneous correction of the secondary curves. Therefore, it is crucial to identify both primary and secondary curves. According to the Lenke classification, all curves with a residual curve of more than 25 degrees on the bending films and those with a pathological kyphosis are regarded as structural and should be fused, whereas the nonstructural curves can be left unfused. However, according to reports in the literature and to the author's experience, clinical parameters such as shoulder level and rib or lumbar hump as well as radiometric criteria such as rotation are relevant as well. In summary, the Lenke classification is an important and helpful tool for analysing idiopathic curves and determining fusion length, even though each scoliosis case needs to be evaluated individually, especially taking clinical parameters into account.